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Abstract

People miss a large proportion of targets when they only appear rarely. This Low Prevalence
(LP) Effect could lead to serious consequences if it occurred in the real world task of searching
for cancers in mammograms. Using a novel mammogram search task, we asked participants to
search for a pre-specified cancer (Experiments 1-2) or a range of masses (Experiments 3-5)
under high or low prevalence conditions. Experiment 1 showed that an LP Effect occurred
using these stimuli. Experiment 2 tested an over-reliance hypothesis and showed that the use
of Computer Aided Detection (CAD) led to fewer missed cancers with a valid CAD prompt
yet, a large proportion of cancers were missed when CAD was incorrect. Experiment 3 - 5
showed that false alarms also increased when searching for a range of masses and that CAD
reduced miss errors when it correctly cued the target but increased miss errors and false alarms
when it did not. Furthermore, when a mass fell outside the CAD prompt it was more likely to
be misidentified. No LP Effect was observed with the addition of CAD when people were asked
to search for a range of targets. Theories and implications for mammogram search are
discussed.
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Public Significance Statement

This study suggests that search for low prevalence cancers in mammograms can be aided by
Computer Aided Detection (CAD) but there is also a cost. CAD highlights areas in
mammograms that are likely to contain a mass. When CAD successfully prompts a mass,
observers are better at detecting it. However, observers also show an over reliance on CAD,
and are more likely to miss cancers if the cue is incorrect.
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Introduction

People often perform visual search tasks in everyday life, some of which have important
consequences for society. For example, baggage screeners search for dangerous items when
screening luggage at an airport and radiologists search for indicators of cancer when examining
mammograms. In these two examples the target (e.g. weapon or cancer) typically appears
rarely. This rarity is important because previous work has found that miss errors dramatically
increase when the prevalence of a target is low (Wolfe, Horowitz & Kenner, 2005).

Researchers study how well people perform visual search tasks in the laboratory by asking
participants to search for a pre-specified target among distracting items. Typically, in these
search tasks scientists measure reaction times (RTs) and error rates (e.g. Watson & Kunar,
2010, 2012). When the target appears frequently (e.g. 50% of the time), miss errors, where the
target is physically present but the participant responds that it is absent, tend to be low (around
5%, Wolfe, 1998). In contrast, Wolfe, et al. (2005) investigated search for targets that only
appeared rarely. In their study participants searched a grey-scale display containing semitransparent, overlapping objects. Participants were asked to search for a tool that could appear
50% of the time in a High Prevalence (HP) condition and 1% of the time in a Low Prevalence
(LP) condition. Consistent with previous work, their results showed that miss errors in the HP
condition were low (7%). However, when the target appeared only rarely in LP conditions,
miss errors dramatically increased (up to 30%). This increase in miss errors with a decrease in
target prevalence is known as the ‘Low Prevalence’ (LP) Effect and has been found to be robust
across a variety of stimulus types, including search through perceptually simple displays (e.g.,
search for horizontal line among vertical lines, Rich et al., 2008, or search for a T among L
distractors, Rich et al., 2008, Kunar, Rich & Wolfe, 2010, Russell & Kunar, 2012) and complex
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displays (e.g., searching for a weapon in baggage screening images Van Wert, Horowitz &
Wolfe, 2009, Mitroff & Biggs, 2014).

There have been several theories proposed to explain the LP Effect. One theory is that it
occurred due to a speed-accuracy trade-off (Fleck & Mitroff, 2007). There is some evidence
for this. RTs for absent trials in LP conditions tend to be faster than those in HP conditions
(e.g., Wolfe et al., 2007, Rich et al., 2008, Russell & Kunar, 2012). Thus participants missed
more targets because they responded too quickly to search the display properly. However, the
results could not be entirely explained by a speed-accuracy trade off as the LP Effect was still
observed under conditions in which participants were explicitly told to slow down during the
task if they were responding too fast (Wolfe et al., 2007) or were required to wait a minimum
amount of time before responding (Rich et al., 2008). Fleck and Mitroff (2007) also suggested
that participants might make more response-execution motor errors under LP conditions. To
investigate this they added a self-correction key so that participants could change their response
if they were aware they had pressed the wrong key. This self-correction option reduced the LP
Effect showing that part of the effect could be due to motor errors. However, it did not explain
the whole effect as subsequent work showed that, although self-correction led to fewer miss
errors, the LP Effect still occurred even after motor errors were accounted for (e.g. Van Wert,
et al., 2009, Kunar, et al., 2010, Russell & Kunar, 2012).

Other theories have suggested that the LP Effect occurs because people were quitting their
search too soon, before they had a chance to find the target. On the whole this would be a good
strategy because responding target absent, without performing an exhaustive search, would
lead to a correct outcome on the majority of trials in LP search. However, early quitting of
search would, of course, lead to a high rate of miss errors when the target was actually present.
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Evidence for this theory comes from eye movement data. Under LP conditions the majority of
miss errors were shown to occur when participants quit their search before fixating the target
(Rich et al., 2008, see also Peltier & Becker 2016, who found a decrease in quitting threshold
and an increase in identification errors using eye movements under LP conditions).
Furthermore, Signal Detection Theory (SDT, Green and Swets, 1967, Macmillan & Creelman,
2005) has also been used to understand the mechanisms behind LP search. It has been found
that under LP search peoples’ sensitivity in finding the target (as measured by d’) did not
change with target prevalence (Wolfe et al., 2007). Instead having the target only appear rarely
changed people’s criteria (as measured by c) so that people were less willing to respond ‘target
present’ in LP conditions (Wolfe et al., 2007, Van Wert et al. 2009, Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010,
Russell & Kunar, 2012). Wolfe and Van Wert (2010) proposed a Multiple Decision Model of
visual search where the LP Effect could be explained by a change in two factors: (i) a change
in decision criteria involving perceptual decisions of each item inspected, and (ii) a change in
the quitting threshold leading to reduced search times on target absent trials. The Multiple
Decision Model also predicted that there would be fewer false alarms at LP because
participants’ would be less willing to respond that a target was present under low prevalence
conditions.

There are a number of important real world tasks in which observers need to search for a low
prevalence target. Relevant to the work presented in the current study is the example of
radiologists searching a mammogram for a cancer. In the UK alone over 2 million women are
screened for breast cancer each year (NHSBSP, 2015). Radiologists examine the mammograms
produced from this screening for evidence of cancerous indicators and a recent large scale study
(over 1 million women screened) has found no decrease in cancer detection rate with
radiologist time on task (Taylor-Phillips et al., 2016). However, the percentage of cancers
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occurring in these mammograms are rare (estimated at 0.86% in the UK, Rayat, 2016). There
have only been a few studies examining whether the LP Effect occurs in medical image reading
and these have produced mixed results. Reed et al. (2011) found that when examining
posteroanterior chest images for pulmonary lesions eye movements changed across prevalence
rates whereby there was a greater number of fixations and a longer scrutiny time under higher
prevalence conditions. Furthermore an LP Effect has been reported in medical searches where
cytologists searched for an abnormality in a cervical screening test (Evans et al., 2011). Evans,
Birdwell and Wolfe (2013) also investigated whether an LP Effect occurred in real-world
mammography by inserting 50 mammograms containing a cancer, over the course of 6 months,
into the normal workflow of a breast cancer screening service. The results showed that
observers missed more cancers at LP than they did at HP. However, other work has suggested
changing the prevalence rate does not affect search in a clinical setting (e.g., Gur et al., 2003,
Hancock 2013, Taylor-Phillips et al., 2016). For example, Gur et al. (2003) found that varying
the prevalence rate of a range of abnormalities (e.g., nodules, rib fractures, alveolar disease)
had minimal effect on search performance (as measured by area under the receiver operating
curve, ROC).

Note that there are very few studies directly investigating how changing prevalence rates affect
search in medical images. This is because it is often difficult to detect miss errors in clinical
settings, thereby making it difficult to measure the LP Effect in situations like real-time
mammography. By definition screening centres will not know if a cancer has been missed until
either the woman becomes symptomatic or the developed cancer is picked up at the next
screening session (which can be up to 3 years later). One way around this is to embed ‘truth
cases’ into a clinical setting, as in the work conducted by Evans et al., (2013). However, there
are important and strict ethical issues surrounding real-world manipulations which limit what
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can be studied. First, for ethical reasons, the number of truth cases that can be embedded into
a clinical setting is very low so as not to cause disruption to the reader’s normal success rate of
abnormality detection. Second, data collection is a lengthy and limited process (e.g., as
mentioned above due to the nature of the task, Evans et al., 2013, took 6 months to collect 50
data points of target-present cases). Third, it is often very difficult to recruit radiologists for
these studies due to the lack of their availability. For example, some breast screening studies
only used 2 or 3 readers (either radiologists or trained non radiologist film readers) for each
observational study (e.g. Freer et al., 2001). Fourth, there is a limit to which manipulations can
be studied in the clinical setting as any intervention is ethically bound to make sure that it does
not interfere with a reader’s typical reading technique.

The above points mean that data collected in a clinical setting may result in low experimental
power because of issues related to collecting sufficient data for reliable analyses. In an ideal
world the best way to perform this research would be to have an appropriate number of
radiologists search for enough pre-known truth cases under LP conditions to gather sufficient
data. However, given the lack of availability of radiologists and the fact that LP experiments
are very time-consuming (due to the increased number of target absent trials needed in LP
search) this is often not a feasible option. It is clear that researchers need to find other ways to
address this question. For example, to investigate this issue we can either: (i) insert
experimental paradigms into a clinical setting, or (ii) simulate clinical tasks in a laboratory
setting. Both techniques have their uses. Evans et al. (2013) investigated the former technique.
In the current study we examine the latter.

We created a laboratory based mammogram search task that was used to investigate the LP
Effect. We trained participants to search for a spiculated cancerous mass (Experiments 1 - 2)
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or a range of cancerous and benign masses (Experiments 3 – 5) embedded in real mammogram
images. The use of mammogram images in LP search provides a number of practical and
theoretical benefits. From a practical perspective it is important to study, replicate and extend
work showing an LP Effect when searching mammograms, given that missing a cancer can
have serious medical consequences. From a theoretical perspective, our work examined the
effect of prevalence rates on false alarms. Wolfe and Van Wert’s (2010) Multiple Decision
Model (2010) proposed that under LP conditions false alarms should decrease. This aspect of
the model has been difficult to test previously due to the very low number of false alarms
produced overall when the target item was clearly defined and unambiguous (e.g. Wolfe et al.,
2005, Rich et al., 2008, Kunar et al., 2010, Russell & Kunar, 2012)1. We investigated this
aspect of the model in Experiments 3 – 5 in which we used a range of targets, thereby making
the target identity from trial to trial more ambiguous. With less clearly defined targets we
expected to find an increase in the number of false alarms from which we tested the predictions
made by the Multiple Decision Model. False alarms are important to investigate in
mammogram search as in clinical settings they could lead to invasive and unnecessary medical
procedures (including needle biopsies of breast tissue). These procedures could increase the
patient’s experience of worry associated with breast cancer for up to a year afterwards (Aro,
2000) and also incur extra and unnecessary financial costs associated with increased medical
tests.

Our work also examined the use of Computer Aided Detection (CAD) in mammogram search.
CAD systems use algorithms that are designed to detect cancers by highlighting suspicious
areas to readers (e.g., Bennett et al., 2006). Several clinical studies have been implemented to

1

Wolfe and Van Wert (2010) investigated whether false alarms changed with prevalence rate. However, here
they used conditions where the prevalence of the target was 98% rather than 2%. Very few studies have
investigated false alarm data using low target prevalence rates (e.g. 2%).
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examine the effectiveness of CAD. However, the clinical ability of CAD to improve cancer
detection in mammography reading remains controversial (e.g., Fenton et al., 2007; Philpotts,
2009). Gur et al. (2004) compared two CAD systems along with an in-house scheme and found
that all systems could be improved upon and mass detection differed depending on which CAD
scheme was used. Bennett et al. (2006) completed a literature review that compared the
accuracy of single reading with CAD to double reading procedures (in which two readers
independently read each mammogram) across eight studies. Their results found that given the
very large differences in the studies (e.g., methodologies, prevalence rate, number of readers,
experimental findings etc.) the benefits or costs of CAD were inconclusive. Furthermore,
although a multicentre randomised control trial (CADET II) found comparable cancer detection
rates for single reading with CAD compared to double reading procedures (Gilbert et al., 2008)
it was difficult to calculate miss errors in this study. Clinical studies have also indicated that
CAD leads to differing levels of cancerous detection depending on prompt validity. For
example, Zheng et al. (2004) found that CAD cues might reduce cancer detection in non-cued
areas (see also Samulski et al., 2010)2. We suggest that this could be because observers become
over-reliant on CAD and so fail to detect a visible cancer if the CAD cue fails to prompt it. We
call this the over-reliance hypothesis. However, the study by Zheng et al. (2004) again only
had a limited number of radiologists and only used conditions in which the prevalence rate of
the cancer was high.

In this paper we present five experiments. Experiment 1 investigated whether the LP Effect
occurred using mammogram laboratory stimuli, in which participants were asked to search for
a pre-defined cancer. In this experiment we also included a letter visual search task (search for

2

Russell & Kunar (2012) and Drew et al. (2012) reported similar findings suggesting that non-cued targets were
missed more often than cued ones. However, both these studies used search tasks where people searched for a
target, T among distractor, Ls rather than search for a cancer in a mammogram.
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a T among Ls) to act as a baseline condition as we know that an LP Effect occurs with these
stimuli (e.g., Rich et al., 2008, Kunar et al., 2010, Russell & Kunar, 2012). The letter search
also enabled a direct comparison of the LP Effects between letter visual search and
mammogram displays. If the two search tasks showed similar underlying mechanisms this
could mean that interventions found to combat the prevalence effect using simpler laboratory
stimuli may also be effective in a clinical setting (e.g. Wolfe et al., 2007). Experiment 2
investigated the use of CAD under LP conditions. In this experiment, we directly tested the
over-reliance hypothesis determining whether participants’ judgements were affected by the
presence of CAD. We predict that if participants came to over-rely on CAD, when a target was
not highlighted by CAD they would be less likely to find it.

In Experiment 3 participants searched for a range of masses (some cancerous, some benign) in
LP search (rather than one specific cancer as in Experiment 1). From a practical perspective,
searching for a range of multiple masses better reflects the clinical task where radiologists
search for a range of suspicious targets, some of which are cancerous, some of which are
benign. However, searching for multiple targets simultaneously has been shown to lead to dualtarget costs where response times are slower and accuracy falls (e.g. Godwin, Menneer,
Donnelly, & Cave, 2010, Menneer, Barrett, Phillips, Donnelly & Cave, 2007; Menneer, Cave,
& Donnelly, 2009; Menneer, Donnelly, Godwin, & Cave, 2010). Mestry et al. (2016) suggested
that the reason for this decline in accuracy is that when searching for two possible targets, one
of the targets becomes classified as the non-preferred target and is ‘shed’ (i.e., participants give
up searching for the non-preferred target in favour of the preferred one). This shedding is
thought to occur as the non-preferred targets were less well represented in Visual Working
Memory (VWM) given that VWM has a limited processing capacity (Mestry et al., 2016, see
also Cowan, 2001, Garavan, 1998, & McElree & Dosher, 1989, Menneer et al., 2007 &
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Oberauer, 2002). On the basis of this theory we predict that requiring participants to hold target
templates for a range of masses would exceed the capacity of visual working memory. In turn
this would lead to an increased proportion of errors in comparison to when participants
searched for one mass. Please note that, Mestry et al. (2016) only reported overall accuracy
and did not separate their data into miss errors or false alarms. We propose that both miss errors
and false alarms would be affected by the multiple-target cost. If searching for multiple targets
was impaired due to weaker representations of each target in VWM, then miss errors would
increase due to a failure to match the perceptual input of the current target to the poorer VWM
representations. Furthermore, we predict that false alarms would increase as an ambiguous nonmass item that weakly resembled one of the target templates would be more likely to be
accepted as a target compared to when the VWM representation of the target type was strong.

Experiments 4 and 5 implemented CAD using these stimuli where participants were asked to
search for a range of masses. Based on the work presented by Mestry et al. (2016) we predict
that when searching for multiple targets both miss errors and false alarms would be higher than
those observed in Experiment 2 (where there was only one target, and therefore a stronger
VWM representation). Furthermore, we again predict an over-reliance hypothesis where
participants’ judgements were swayed by the presence of the CAD cue.

Experiment 1: LP Effect in Mammogram Search

Experiment 1 investigated whether an LP Effect occurred using our laboratory mammogram
task.

Method
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Participants:

Twenty-four participants (M = 25.3 years, SD = 4.6, 15 female) took part in the experiment.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Ethical approval for all studies was granted by
the Humanities and Social Sciences Research Ethics Committee at the University of Warwick.
A power analysis using the effect sizes reported in Russell and Kunar (2012, who investigated
the effect of cues on LP letter visual search) showed that the minimum number of participants
needed to achieve a power of 0.8 for each experiment would be 7. Therefore, we would expect
that testing 24 participants per experiment should provide ample power to detect significant
effects, if present.

Stimuli and Procedure:

The experiment was programmed using Blitz3D and presented on a PC. For the mammogram
condition, images were taken from the selection of ‘normal’ mammograms (those not
containing a cancer) of the Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) database
(Heath et al., 2001, 1998). All images were selected at random. In total, 1100 images were
selected – 1000 for the LP condition (2% target prevalence) and 100 for the HP condition (50%
target prevalence). Nine-hundred and eighty of these images were selected to act as target
absent trials for the LP condition and 40 of these images were selected to act as target absent
trials for the HP condition. This led to the LP and HP conditions having different mammogram
images. Images were presented in the centre of the display and were approximately 10.7
degrees by 18.6 degrees at a viewing distance of 57 cm in size (although the individual size of
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each image varied because they were real mammograms)3. For target present trials an image
of a cancerous mass was selected from one of the cancer cases on the DDSM and transposed
onto the remaining mammogram images using imaging editing software. The cancers could
appear on any area of the breast tissue (mimicking conditions in a clinical setting), as long as
it was clearly distinguishable once fixated (see Figure 1 for examples). All mammogram
displays were created offline.

For the Letter Search condition, the stimuli were rotated Ts and Ls. Each stimulus had a visual
angle of 1.7 degrees x 1.7 degrees at a viewing distance of 57 cm and the vertical lines of the
Ls were slightly offset from their horizontal line (see Figure 1). All stimuli were white and
presented on a grey background. On each trial, there were always 12 stimuli presented (on
‘target present’ trials – 11 distractors and 1 target; on ‘target absent’ trials – 12 distractors) and
they were presented randomly within an invisible 6 x 6 matrix, subtending an area of 25.2
degrees by 25.2 degrees. The target, if present, was a ‘T’ and was presented on either 2% (low
prevalence) or 50% (high prevalence) of trials. The distractor items were offset L shapes. All
stimuli were presented randomly in one of four orientations (0 degrees, 90 degrees, 180 degrees
or 270 degrees) with equal probability.

-----------------------------------------Figure 1 about here
------------------------------------------

3

Please note that some of the images from the DDSM contained dates and/or artefacts on the background of the
image similar to images seen by radiologists in clinical mammography. However, as the dates/artefacts only
appeared on the background of the image they did not affect the actual search task.
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There were four blocks of trials: two high prevalence conditions – one with the mammogram
stimuli and one with the letter search stimuli – and two low prevalence conditions – one with
the mammogram stimuli and one with the letter search stimuli. Participants completed all four
conditions. In the mammogram conditions, a blank screen appeared for 500ms and was
followed by a central fixation point for 500ms. Following this one of the mammogram images
was presented and remained on the screen until response (order of the images were randomised
across participants). For the visual search condition, a blank screen appeared for 500ms and
was followed by a central fixation point for 500ms. Following this the letter search display was
presented and remained on the screen until response. In all conditions participants indicated
whether the target was ‘present’ or ‘absent’ by pressing either the ‘m’ or the ‘z’ key
respectively. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly but as accurately as possible
and were informed of the prevalence rates of the target prior to the condition starting. If no
response was made within 10 seconds, the trial ‘timed-out’ and the next trial started
automatically4. Following a response or ‘time-out’, the blank screen was again displayed before
the next fixation point and trial.

In line with Fleck and Mitroff (2007), and to correct for motor errors, participants had the
option of correcting their response. If a participant recognized that they had made an error, they
were able to correct it on the following trial, by pressing the ‘Escape’ key. This would
automatically log in the data file that the participant had noticed their mistake so that motor
errors could be calculated. They would then proceed with the current trial as normal,
responding with an ‘m’ or ‘z’ key if the target was present or absent, respectively. No feedback
was given after any response or correction was made.

4

Note that this aspect of the task differed to that in a clinical setting in which observers do not have a time limit
to view each mammogram.
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For each of the high prevalence conditions there were 80 trials (40 present and 40 absent). For
each of the low prevalence conditions, in which the target was present 2% of the time, there
were 1000 trials (20 present and 980 absent). To familiarise themselves with the stimuli,
participants were shown examples of the mammogram displays and cancers prior to the
experiment. They were also given a short practice block before each experimental block.
During this practice block the experimenter ensured that participants were able to recognise the
cancer in the Mammogram condition. If any of the participants had difficulties identifying the
cancer they would be shown more examples and could undergo the practice condition again
until both the participant and experimenter were confident that they were able to identify the
cancer. However, all the participants responded correctly in the first practice session and none
were asked to repeat it. RTs and error rates were recorded. In the Low Prevalence blocks breaks
occurred automatically every 200 trials, after which participants continued with the experiment
when they were ready. The presentation order of the blocks was randomised across participants.

Results and Discussion
Consistent with the findings of Fleck and Mitroff (2007) miss errors were reduced after selfcorrection in all conditions (see Table 1, all ts > 3.4, ps < 0.01). However, as we are primarily
interested in cognitive rather than motor response errors throughout the paper we focus our
analysis on the self-corrected data. Error rates and mean correct reaction times for all conditions
are presented in Tables 2-5.
-----------------------------------------Table 1 - 5 about here
-----------------------------------------Miss Errors
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Examining the miss errors a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Search Type
(Mammogram vs Letters) and Prevalence (High vs Low) showed there to be a main effect of
Search Type, F(1, 23) = 63.02, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.733, where more targets were missed in the
Letter Visual Search condition compared to the Mammogram search. There was also a main
effect of Prevalence, F(1, 23) = 28.03, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.549, with more targets missed in LP
compared to HP search. However, the Search Type x Prevalence Interaction was not
significant, F(1, 23) = 2.59, p = 0.12.

False Alarms
For the false alarms a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Search Type
(Mammogram vs Letters) and Prevalence (High vs Low) showed there was no main effect of
Search Type, F < 1, nor of Prevalence, F < 1. Neither was the Search Type x Prevalence
interaction significant, F(1, 23) = 1.46, p = 0.24. Overall, the false alarm rate was low,
consistent with previous work where people searched for a clearly defined target (e.g. Wolfe
et al., 2005, Kunar et al., 2010, Russell & Kunar, 2012).

RTs
In all experiments, Present and Absent RTs were analysed separately to reflect RTs for hits and
correct rejections, respectively. Examining the RTs for target present trials a 2 x 2 withinparticipants ANOVA with factors of Search Type (Mammogram vs Letters) and Prevalence
(High vs Low) revealed a main effect of Search Type, F(1, 23) = 269.47, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.921.
RTs were slower in the Letter Visual Search condition compared to the Mammogram search.
There was also a main effect of Prevalence, F(1, 23) = 32.93, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.589, where RTs
were slower in the LP condition compared to HP. However, the Search Type x Prevalence
interaction was not significant, F < 1.
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For target absent trials a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Search Type
(Mammogram vs Letters) and Prevalence (High vs Low) revealed a main effect of Search Type,
F(1, 23) = 156.47, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.872, in which RTs were slower in the letter visual search
condition compared to the mammogram search. There was also a main effect of Prevalence,
F(1, 23) = 11.38, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.331, in which RTs were faster in the LP condition compared
to HP. The Search Type x Prevalence interaction was borderline significant, F(1, 23) = 3.44, p
= 0.08, ηp2 = 0.130, in which the difference in RTs across prevalence rate was greater for the
Letter Visual Search stimuli than it was for the Mammogram displays.

Summary of Experiment 1
Miss errors were reduced overall when participants were given the option to self-correct.
However, even when self-corrected people missed more targets when the prevalence was low
compared with when it was high. This LP Effect occurred for both Letter Visual Search and
Mammogram stimuli with no reliable difference between the LP Effect across displays,
denoted by the lack of a significant Search Type x Prevalence interaction. These data extend
the results of other studies showing the LP effect in different display types (e.g. Van Wert et
al., 2009, Mitroff & Biggs, 2014, Wolfe et al., 2005, Evans et al., 2013) and importantly show
that an LP Effect occurs when searching for cancers in these mammogram images. One reason
for the high miss errors could be that participants were faster at responding to target absent
trials at LP than at HP. These data replicate and extend previous findings in the literature
suggesting that under LP search people were quitting their search too soon. In contrast to the
miss error data, people were making very few false alarms.
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The results also showed that participants were faster at responding and missed fewer targets in
Mammogram search than in Letter Visual Search. Please note that we do not believe the ease
of which participants responded to cancers (in terms of reduced RTs and error rates) reflect
those in a clinical setting where search for a cancer would be more difficult. It may be that
participants learned to efficiently identify the specific cancer used in the mammogram search
in this experiment and so became better at searching for it in comparison to search for a T
among an L which is known to be an inefficient search task (Treisman & Gelade, 1980, Kunar
& Humphreys, 2006, Wolfe et al., 1989). However, the same would not occur in a clinical
setting where readers have to search for a range of potential masses rather than one specific
cancer exemplar. We investigated this further in Experiments 3 – 5. Nevertheless, despite being
able to respond better to the cancer compared to a letter target in this experiment, overall,
participants still showed an LP Effect, even when searching mammogram images.

Experiment 2: CAD in Mammogram Search

Experiment 1 showed that an LP Effect occurred using mammogram stimuli. Experiment 2
investigated how cancer detection might be affected by the use of CAD prompts. The practical
benefits of CAD prompts in mammography are inconclusive (e.g. Bennett et al., 2006).
Although many studies report the benefits of CAD, very few focus on the potential negative
consequences (e.g., the possibility of observers becoming over-reliant on the CAD prompt and
missing targets that are not prompted). This over-reliance hypothesis was tested in Experiment
2.

Method
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Participants:

Twenty-four participants (M = 21.7 years, SD = 3.1, 11 female) took part in the experiment.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Procedure:

The stimuli were the same as in the mammogram displays from Experiment 1, except that on
some trials the outline of a salient red box (visual angle of box size 9 degrees x 8.5 degrees,
line thickness 0.3 degrees, at a viewing distance of 57 cm), which acted as the CAD prompt
would appear on the image. There were three conditions where the red box would appear: (i)
Present Correct CAD trials – with the target located within the bounds of the box; (ii) Present
Incorrect CAD trials – with the target present but outside the box presented at a random location
within the breast tissue; or (iii) Absent Incorrect CAD trials – where the target was absent and
the box appeared in a random position within the breast tissue.

There were two experimental conditions: high prevalence and low prevalence. The HP
condition was used as a baseline to analyse the specific effects of using a red box to cue the
possible target location. In this condition, there were 200 trials with 100 (50%) being targetpresent trials. Of these target-present trials, 60 included the red box containing the target
(Present Correct CAD), 20 had the red box with the target outside the box5 (Present Incorrect
CAD) and a further 20 had no box at all (Present No CAD). The remaining 100 trials (targetabsent) included 24 with the red box randomly positioned in the display (Absent Incorrect

5

In these trials the target and box could appear at any location as long as the target fell outside the CAD prompt
and that both the target and the CAD prompt appeared on the breast image.
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CAD) and 76 trials where no box was present (Absent No CAD)6. Example images can be seen
in Figure 2. The HP condition demonstrated how effective the red box cue was at capturing
attention when the target was frequent.
-----------------------------------------Figure 2 about here
-----------------------------------------The LP condition comprised a total of 5000 trials with 100 (2%) target-present trials – 60
included the red box containing the target (Present Correct CAD), 20 had the red box with the
target outside the box (Present Incorrect CAD) and a further 20 had no box at all (Present No
CAD). These trial numbers were the same as those in the HP condition. The remaining 4900
trials were target absent trials of which 1170 of them contained a red box (Absent Incorrect
CAD) and 3730 of them had no box present (Absent No CAD). As the prevalence of the target
appearing in the LP and HP trials needed to be kept at 2% and 50% respectively, the absolute
numbers of the different trial types could not be equated, however, the percentage of the
different trial types used in the LP condition were the same as in the HP condition (with 24%
Absent Incorrect CAD and 76% Absent NO CAD trials at both high and low prevalence). The
CAD cue, when present, was presented at the same time as the mammogram image. Please
note, that target present trials were more likely to contain a CAD cue than target absent trials
as in the field the CAD algorithms used would be more likely to display a prompt when a
cancer appears than when it is absent. Participants were aware that the target, if present, was

6

It is difficult to identify the proportion of real world cases that show a CAD prompt as it varies depending on
the exact algorithm implemented by the CAD technology. Studies have reported different ranges of CAD
sensitivity that vary from 57% (Soo et al., 2005) to 85% (Obenauer et al., 2006) depending on the type of cancer
and suspiciousness of the lesion. However, it is generally accepted that CAD is able to prompt the majority of
cancers without creating too many false prompts. Therefore, we have chosen these proportions of trials to reflect
this outcome. Furthermore, by using these proportions the data can be directly compared to other LP
experiments in the field using explicit visual cues (see Russell & Kunar, 2012, who used these validity rates).
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likely to be cued by the CAD prompt, however, they were also told that on some trials there
would be no CAD prompts on present trials, or the target could appear outside the CAD cue.

The total number of LP trials was split equally into 5 sessions of 1000 trials. Given the volume
of mammograms needed to create target absent trials in the LP conditions these displays were
repeated across sessions7, however target present trials were never repeated across the
experiment. Participants completed the HP condition during one of these sessions, the order of
which – including the position of the HP condition within one of these sessions – was
randomised across participants. There was at least 30 minutes between each session and they
could be spread over a number of days. Participants were given a short practice block before
each experimental session. They were asked to respond as quickly but as accurately as possible
and also told that the red box was there to assist them and would most likely highlight the
target, if it was present.

Results and Discussion
Error rates and mean correct RTs for all conditions are presented in Tables 2 -5.
Miss Errors
Examining the miss errors a 2 x 3 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Prevalence (High
vs Low) and CAD (Correct, Incorrect and No CAD) showed there to be a main effect of
Prevalence, F(1, 23) = 23.13, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.501, where more targets were missed when there
was a LP compared to a HP. There was also a main effect of CAD, F(2, 46) = 21.89, p < 0.01,
ηp2 = 0.488. Planned t-tests revealed that fewer targets were missed in the Correct CAD

7

Repeating the target absent trials across the experiment should have little effect on the results as previous work
has shown no evidence of learning displays when the target is not there (Kunar & Wolfe, 2011)
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condition compared to the Incorrect or No CAD conditions (t(23) = 4.32, p < 0.01, d = 0.733
and t(23) = 4.06, p < 0.01, d = 1.036 respectively). More targets were missed in the No CAD
condition compared to the Incorrect CAD condition (t(23) = 4.99, p < 0.01, d = 0.419). The
Prevalence x CAD Interaction was also significant, F(2, 46) = 26.15, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.532.
Planned t-tests revealed that the LP Effect was largest in the No CAD condition compared to
the Incorrect CAD and Correct CAD conditions ((t(23) = 4.86, p < 0.01, d = 0.640 and t(23) =
5.54, p < 0.01, d = 1.109 respectively). The LP Effect was also larger in the Incorrect CAD
condition than in the Correct CAD condition (t(23) = 3.84, p < 0.01, d = 0.589).
False Alarms
Examining the false alarm rates a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Prevalence
(High vs Low) and CAD (Incorrect and No CAD) showed there to be no main effect of
Prevalence, F < 1. Neither was there a main effect of CAD, F(1, 23) = 1.99, p = 0.17. The
Prevalence x CAD interaction was not significant, F < 1. Similar to Experiment 1, the false
alarm rate was low, consistent with previous work where people searched for a clearly defined
target (e.g. Wolfe et al., 2005, Kunar et al., 2010, Russell & Kunar, 2012).
RTs
A 2 x 3 within-participants ANOVA on mean correct RTs for target present trials with factors
of Prevalence (High vs Low) and CAD (Correct, Incorrect and No CAD) showed there to be a
main effect of Prevalence, F(1, 23) = 36.49, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.613. RTs were faster in HP trials
compared to LP. There was also a main effect of CAD, F(2, 46) = 24.33, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.514,
in which RTs were faster in the Correct CAD condition compared to the Incorrect CAD and
No CAD conditions (t(23) = 4.81, p < 0.01, d = 0.354 and t(23) = 6.46, p < 0.01, d = 0.766,
respectively). RTs were also faster in the Incorrect CAD compared to the No CAD condition,
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t(23) = 3.30, p < 0.01, d =0.416. The Prevalence x CAD Interaction was not significant, F(2,
46) = 2.37, p = 0.11.

For target absent trials a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Prevalence (High
vs Low) and CAD (Incorrect and No CAD) showed there to be a main effect of Prevalence,
F(1, 23) = 6.39, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.217, where RTs were faster in the LP condition compared to
HP. The main effect of CAD was significant, F(1, 23) = 50.01, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.685, in which
RTs were fastest in the No CAD condition compared to the Incorrect CAD. There was also a
significant Prevalence x CAD interaction, F(1, 23) = 9.23, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.286, in which the
difference in RTs between the HP and LP conditions was biggest in the Incorrect CAD
condition than in the No CAD condition.

Summary of Experiment 2
Similar to Experiment 1, false alarm rates were low and showed no difference across
prevalence rate or CAD presentation. However, the same could not be said about miss errors
where people missed more cancers at low compared to high prevalence. Importantly, there was
also an effect of CAD on target detection. When the CAD prompt was used to highlight the
target miss error rates were reduced. However, when there was no CAD prompt or the CAD
prompt highlighted a non-target area miss errors increased. This increase was particularly
pronounced under LP conditions where approximately 25% of targets were missed when there
was no CAD prompt. The data showed that the use of a CAD cue was effective under LP
conditions, but only when it correctly cued the target location. This is in accordance with the
over-reliance hypothesis, where participants began to over-rely on the CAD prompt to correctly
identify the target, leading to impaired search when the CAD cue was inaccurate.
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Examining the RTs, participants responded faster under LP conditions compared to HP
conditions when the target was absent. This was similar to the results of Experiment 1 and
consistent with the theory that participants were quitting their search too soon. There was also
an effect of CAD on RTs. Unsurprisingly, if the target was cued by the CAD then RTs were
faster. In contrast, an incorrect CAD cue on target absent trials slowed RTs, especially when
the prevalence of a target was high.

Overall, the findings have implications for CAD use in mammogram search. Correct CAD cues
on target present trials resulted in a reduced number of miss errors and clearly helped observers
detect the target. However, should the cancer fall outside the CAD cue or if there was no CAD
presented on target present trials miss errors were much higher. In fact, miss errors in the No
CAD condition here were significantly higher than miss errors in Experiment 1 which did not
use CAD at all, t(46) = 2.67, p = 0.01, d = 0.769. Under these conditions, introducing a CAD
aid to search affected search negatively in comparison to when the search aid was not
implemented at all.

Experiment 3: Search for a Range of Masses

Experiments 1 and 2 showed an LP effect occurred in mammogram displays where more miss
errors were found in LP conditions compared to HP. However, false alarms were negligible
across experiments. This differs from clinical settings where the proportion of false alarms is
higher (9.3% in the USA, NIH, 2015). One of the reasons for the low false alarm rates could
be that in Experiments 1 and 2 participants were searching for a specific cancer. This may have
made the task easier as people knew on each trial what target to look for. Experiments 3 - 5
investigated what happens to miss rates and false alarm rates if we add target uncertainty from
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trial to trial by asking participants to look for one of a range of potential masses, some of them
cancerous and some of them benign. In Experiment 3 participants searched for the mass without
CAD to see how well observers detected cancers without the use of an automated prompt,
whereas in Experiments 4 and 5 we investigated the effect of CAD on cancer detection when
the identity of the mass on each trial was uncertain. In screening practice it is important to
recall women for further tests if they have cancerous masses so that they can be treated, but not
if they have benign masses. Benign masses are clinically unimportant, so recalling those
women is undesirable. In the clinical task one of the key skills is distinguishing between benign
and malignant masses. According to Mestry et al., (2016) adding multiple target exemplars will
lead to a weakening in the representation of target representations in Visual Working Memory.
We propose that this will result in a large proportion of miss errors and false alarms observed
both at HP and at LP for cancerous and benign masses. Furthermore, Experiment 3 also tested
the hypothesis proposed by the Multiple Decision Model of Visual Search that under LP
conditions false alarm rates should decrease (Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010).

Method

Participants:

Twenty-four participants (M = 21.4 years, SD = 2.5, 15 female) took part in the experiment.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Procedure:
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The stimuli were similar to those used in the mammogram displays from Experiment 1, except
that participants were asked to look for any one of four different cancerous masses or any one
of four different benign masses on target present trials. To create these displays, 80 ‘normal’
mammograms (those not containing a cancer) were randomly selected from the DDSM (40 for
HP trials and 40 for LP trials). These images were then digitally edited to include either a
cancerous mass or a benign mass. The masses were also taken from the DDSM and included
four cancerous masses (selected at random from the ‘Cancer’ cases) and four benign masses
(selected at random from the ‘Benign’ cases). Each mass was then transposed onto ten of the
‘normal’ mammogram images to create 40 cancerous mass mammograms (20 to be used in the
HP condition and 20 to be used in the LP condition) and 40 benign mass mammograms (20 to
be used in the HP condition and 20 to be used in the LP condition). Similar to Experiment 1,
the masses could appear on any area of the breast tissue, as long as it was clearly distinguishable
once fixated. Example images can be seen in Figure 3. All mammogram displays were created
offline. Target absent trials were created in a similar manner to Experiment 1 by randomly
selecting from the DDSM 40 ‘normal’ mammograms for the HP condition and 960 ‘normal’
mammograms for the LP condition.

-----------------------------------------Figure 3 about here
------------------------------------------

For the High Prevalence conditions, where a mass was present 50% of the time, there were 80
trials. Half of these trials were target present and contained either a cancerous or benign mass
(20 trials with a cancerous mass and 20 trials with a benign mass). The other half of the displays
were target absent displays. For the Low Prevalence conditions there were 1000 trials (20 trials
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with a cancerous mass and 20 trials with a benign mass and 960 absent). This meant there was
a mass present 4% of the time of which 2% of trials contained a cancerous mass and 2%
contained a benign mass. To familiarise themselves with the stimuli, participants were given a
training session where they were shown examples of the mammogram displays, benign masses
and cancers prior to the experiment. During this training session, participants were shown
example displays of mammogram images and asked to locate and identify each mass. Once the
experimenter was confident the participants could identify the mass, participants each took part
in a training test before the experiment proper. The training test examined participants’ ability
to recognise and classify a mass as either benign or cancerous and included 24 examples of
mammogram displays (12 containing a cancer and 12 containing a benign mass). Participants
were asked to press the letter ‘b’ if they thought the mass was benign and a ‘c’ if they though
the mass was cancerous. Participants only continued onto the experiment once they had
successfully completed the training test by being able to correctly identify all masses.

The procedure was similar to the procedure used in the mammogram condition in Experiment
1. However, participants were asked to indicate whether a mass (either cancer or benign) was
present or absent by pressing either the ‘m’ or the ‘z’ key respectively. If they pressed the
present key they were then given a follow up question asking them to identify the mass as either
cancerous or benign by pressing either the ‘c’ or the ‘b’ key respectively. The presentation
order of blocks was randomised across participants.

Results and Discussion

Error rates and mean correct reaction times for all conditions are presented in Tables 2 - 5.
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Miss Errors
Examining the miss errors a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Prevalence (High
vs Low) and Mass (Benign vs Cancer) revealed a main effect of Prevalence, F(1, 23) = 28.22,
p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.551, in which more masses were missed at LP than at HP. There was a main
effect of Mass, F(1, 23) = 22.16, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.491, in which more cancers were missed
compared to benign masses. This might be because the benign masses we used were less
spiculated than their cancerous counterparts. As the benign masses had a much smoother
texture this might lead them to be segmented more easily from the background leading them to
a greater detection rate (e.g. Julesz, 1981). The Prevalence x Mass interaction was also
significant, F(1, 23) = 8.46, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.269, in which the LP Effect was greater for
cancerous masses than for benign masses.

False Alarms
Examining the false alarm rate, a two-tailed paired t-test showed that there was no significant
difference in false alarms between HP and LP conditions, t < 1. However, false alarm rates in
both the HP and LP conditions were greater here than those witnessed in Experiment 1 (t(46)
= 3.49, p < 0.01, d = 0.696 and t(23) = 3.04, p < 0.01, d = 0.880 for HP and LP conditions,
respectively), where participants had only one target to search for.
RTs
A 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA on mean correct RTs for target present trials with factors
of Prevalence (High vs Low) and Mass (Cancer vs Benign) revealed a marginal main effect of
Prevalence, F(1, 23) = 3.17, p = 0.09, ηp2 = 0.121, in which there was a trend for RTs to be
faster in HP conditions compared to LP. There was also a main effect of Mass, F(1, 23) = 10.78,
p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.319, in which RTs were faster for benign masses compared to cancers. The
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Prevalence x CAD Interaction was not significant, F(1, 23) = 1.31, p = 0.26. Examining the
absent trials, there was no difference in RTs across HP and LP conditions, t < 18.

Accuracy of Mass Identification
When asked to identify each detected mass participants performed accurately 78.5% of the
time. Breaking this down into accuracy for each mass type the data showed that participants
accurately identified 82% of all cancers and 74% of all benign masses. There was no difference
in identification accuracy rates across mass type, t(23) = 1.7, p = 0.09). As correct mass
identification did not vary with prevalence (78.6% vs 77.7% for HP and LP, respectively, t <
1) we do not analyse this factor further here or in subsequent experiments.

Summary of Experiment 3
The results showed an overall LP Effect, where participants missed more masses at LP
compared to HP. This could have occurred as participants were responding too quickly in LP
trials. However, although there was a numerical difference in RTs for target absent trials
between HP and LP, unlike previous experiments this was not significant here. Of interest is
the result that having people search for a range of potential masses increased the proportion of
false alarms observed. This agrees with what we would expect to find in a clinical setting (e.g.,
National Institute of Health, 2015). On the other hand, our data showed little support for the
Multiple Decision Model (Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010) as there was no reliable difference in false
alarm rates across prevalence. However, our data can be explained by the theory presented by
Mestry et al. (2016) which predicted that VWM representations would be weaker with multiple
target exemplars (see also Menneer et al., 2007). In this case having a weaker representation

8

As, by definition, there was no mass in the target absent trials we can only analyse the data across Prevalence
rates as the factor of Mass does not exist in these data.
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would mean that there would be a greater chance of an ambiguous item being accepted as a
target compared to when the representation of the target was strong. This would occur both at
HP and at LP, which explains why there was little difference in false alarms across prevalence
rates.

Experiment 4: CAD on High and Low Prevalence Search for a Range of Masses
Method

Experiment 3 showed that an LP Effect occurred under conditions where participants were
searching for a range of possible masses. Using these stimuli, false alarms also increased.
Experiment 4 examined the effect of CAD on miss errors and false alarms when searching for
a range of targets. Here we again tested the over-reliance hypothesis, which predicted an
increase in both miss errors and false alarms when the CAD cue was incorrect.

Participants:

Twenty-four participants (M = 20.8 years, SD = 1.6, 15 female) took part in the experiment.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Procedure:

The stimuli and procedure were similar to those used in the mammogram displays from
Experiment 3, except that some critical trials contained the red box CAD cue. In the HP
condition (50% mass prevalence) there were 400 trials in total. These contained 200 trials
where a mass was present. Of these target-present trials, 60 included the red box containing a
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cancer and 60 included the red box containing a benign mass (Cancer Present - Correct CAD
and Benign Present - Correct CAD, respectively), 20 had the red box with a cancer outside the
box and 20 had the red box with a benign mass outside the box (Cancer Present - Incorrect
CAD and Benign Present - Incorrect CAD, respectively), 20 contained a cancer and had no box
at all and 20 contained a benign mass and had no box at all (Cancer Present - No CAD and
Benign Present - No CAD, respectively). The remaining 200 trials were target absent trials and
included 50 with the red box randomly positioned in the display (Absent Incorrect CAD) and
150 trials where no box was present (Absent No CAD).

In the LP condition there were 5000 trials in total (4% mass prevalence of which 2% were
cancerous). These contained 200 trials where a mass was present. Of these target-present trials,
similar to the HP condition, 60 included the red box containing a cancer and 60 included the
red box containing a benign mass (Cancer Present - Correct CAD and Benign Present - Correct
CAD, respectively), 20 had the red box with a cancer outside the box and 20 had the red box
with a benign mass outside the box (Cancer Present - Incorrect CAD and Benign Present Incorrect CAD, respectively), 20 contained a cancer and had no box at all and 20 contained a
benign mass and had no box at all (Cancer Present - No CAD and Benign Present - No CAD,
respectively). The remaining 4800 trials were target absent trials and included 1200 with the
red box randomly positioned in the display (Absent Incorrect CAD) and 3600 trials where no
box was present (Absent No CAD). The presentation order of blocks was randomised across
participants.

Results and Discussion

Error rates and mean correct reaction times for all conditions are presented in Tables 2 - 5.
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Miss Errors
Examining the miss errors a 2 x 2 x 3 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Prevalence
(High vs Low), Mass (Benign vs Cancer) and CAD (Correct, Incorrect or No CAD) revealed a
main effect of Mass, F(1, 23) = 17.15, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.427, in which more cancers were missed
compared to benign masses. There was a main effect of CAD, F(2, 46) = 11.99, p < 0.01, ηp2
= 0.343, in which more masses were missed in the Incorrect CAD condition than in the No
CAD or Correct CAD conditions (t(23) = 2.64, p < 0.01, d = 0.654 and t(23) = 3.90, p < 0.01,
d = 0.791, respectively). Furthermore, more masses were missed in the No CAD condition than
in the Correct CAD condition, t(23) = 4.95, p < 0.01, d = 0.385. There was no main effect of
Prevalence, F < 1. The Mass x CAD interaction was significant, F(2, 46) = 8.64, p < 0.01, ηp2
= 0.273, in which more cancerous masses than benign masses were missed in the Incorrect
CAD and No CAD conditions (t(23) = 2.21, p < 0.05, d = 0.162 and t(23) = 4.12, p < 0.01, d =
0.817) but not in the Correct CAD condition, t < 1. None of the other interactions were
significant (all Fs < 1.2, ps > 0.3).

False Alarms
For the false alarms a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA with factors of Prevalence (High vs
Low) and CAD (Incorrect or No CAD) showed there to be a main effect of CAD, F(1, 23) =
11.02, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.324, where there were more false alarms in the Incorrect CAD condition
compared to when there was no CAD. Contrary to what was predicted by the Multiple Decision
Model, there was no main effect of Prevalence, F(1, 23) = 1.22, p = 0.28. Neither was the
Prevalence x CAD interaction significant, F(1, 23) = 2.70, p = 0.11.

RTs
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For present trials, a 2 x 2 x 3 within-participants ANOVA on mean correct RTs, with factors
of Prevalence (High vs Low), Mass (Benign vs Cancer) and CAD (Correct, Incorrect or No
CAD) showed there was a main effect of Mass, F(1, 23) = 13.49, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.370, in
which RTs were faster for benign masses compared to cancers. There was a main effect of
CAD, however, there was no main effect of Prevalence, F < 1. There was a significant
Prevalence x CAD interaction, F(2, 46) = 3.20, p = 0.05, ηp2 = 0.122 and the Mass x Prevalence
interaction was marginally significant, F(1, 23) = 3.90, p = 0.06, ηp2 = 0.145. None of the other
interactions were significant (all Fs < 1).

For absent trials, a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA on mean correct RTs, with factors of
Prevalence (High vs Low) and CAD (Correct, Incorrect or No CAD) showed that there was no
main effect of Prevalence or CAD (all Fs < 1). Neither was the Prevalence x CAD interaction
significant, F(1, 23) = 1.26, p = 0.27.

Accuracy of Mass Identification
For correct target present trials, participants accurately identified the mass as either cancerous
or benign 73.3% of the time. Table 6 shows the percentage of masses correctly identified across
the different CAD conditions. A 2 x 3 ANOVA showed that there was no main effect of Mass
(F < 1). However there was a main effect of CAD, F(2, 46) = 5.83, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.202.
Participants correctly identified more masses in the Correct CAD and No CAD conditions than
in the Incorrect CAD condition (t(23) = 2.31, p < 0.05, d = 0.494 and t(23) = 2.64, p < 0.05, d
= 0.585, respectively). There was no difference in mass identification between No CAD and
Correct CAD trials, t < 1. There was also a significant Mass x CAD interaction F(2, 46) = 3.42,
p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.130, which reflects the fact that for benign masses participants were better at
identifying the mass in the Correct CAD condition compared to the Incorrect and No CAD
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conditions (t(23) = 2.03, p = 0.05, d = 0.375 and t(23) = 3.30, p < 0.01, d = 0.198, respectively).
However, for cancers observers were worse at identifying masses in the Incorrect CAD
condition compared to the No CAD and Correct CAD conditions (t(23) = 3.35, p < 0.01, d =
0.499 and t(23) = 2.49, p < 0.05, d = 0.434, respectively) while there was no difference between
Correct CAD and Incorrect CAD trials, t < 1. Clearly, CAD not only affects detection of the
mass, but also its identification. We discuss this further in the General Discussion.

-----------------------------------------Table 6 about here
-----------------------------------------Summary of Experiment 4
Similar to Experiment 2, there was an overall effect of CAD on miss errors. When the target
was highlighted by the CAD prompt participants missed fewer targets than when it was not
highlighted by the CAD prompt or when no CAD prompt appeared. False alarms also showed
an effect of CAD presence. Participants made more false alarms on target absent trials when a
CAD cue was presented compared to when it was not. The effect of having an incorrect CAD
present increased both miss errors and false alarms, consistent with the over-reliance
hypothesis.

Surprisingly, there was no overall effect of target prevalence on miss errors or false alarms in
this experiment. Examining Table 2, the lack of LP Effect seems to be driven due to higher
miss errors than expected in the HP condition rather than a lowering of miss errors in the LP
condition. There are two potential reasons why miss errors might be higher under HP
conditions in this experiment. First it could be that adding both (i) target uncertainty in terms
of having participants search for a range of masses (both cancerous and benign), which would
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weaken target representations in VWM (Mestry et al., 2016) and (ii) CAD cues (some of which
are misleading) meant that the search and decision process for what is a cancerous mass became
difficult regardless of prevalence. Therefore, in this case participants may have chosen to overrely on the CAD cue to a greater extent than in situations where the search task was easier. This
over-reliance on the CAD cue increased errors at both high and low prevalence.

Second, it could be a result of participants completing many more LP trials than HP trials (e.g.,
the LP condition ran over five search sessions rather than the one search session used for HP
trials). Although this is the typical design for LP conditions, with the increased difficulty of the
task brought about from the target uncertainty and use of CAD it may be that people are using
the strategies implemented from LP search (e.g. faster RTs, a change in response bias) in the
HP condition as well, leading to increased miss errors. This is made possible as the HP and LP
conditions were run as a within participant design meaning that LP strategies could be carried
over to HP search. To investigate this Experiment 5 had participants complete the HP condition
on its own. If an LP Effect was observed in these circumstances, where miss errors in this HP
condition were fewer than those reported in the LP condition of Experiment 4, this would
suggest that strategies, obtained over lengthy exposure to LP search affected HP response.
However, if there was still no LP effect when the HP condition was run in isolation this would
suggest that the task of searching for a range of targets led to an over-reliance on CAD cues
regardless of prevalence rate.

Experiment 5: CAD on High Prevalence Search for a Range of Masses
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In Experiment 5 participants searched for a range of masses in a condition where the target
prevalence was 50% (HP). As this condition was run in isolation of the LP condition, no LP
strategies could be carried over to affect the results.

Method

Participants:

Twenty-four participants (M = 21.5 years, SD = 2.2, 13 female) took part in the experiment.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Procedure:
The stimuli and procedure were the same as the HP condition in Experiment 4, except that this
block was run in isolation without any LP trials.

Results and Discussion

Error rates and mean correct reaction times for all conditions are presented in Tables 2 - 5. To
compare behavioural responses across prevalence rates a between experiment comparison was
conducted using the LP condition of Experiment 4 and the HP condition tested here.
Miss Errors
Examining the miss errors a 2 x 2 x 3 mixed ANOVA with within experiment factors of Mass
(Benign vs Cancer) and CAD (Correct, Incorrect or No CAD) and between experiment factors
of Prevalence (HP condition from Experiment 5 and LP condition from Experiment 4) revealed
a main effect of Mass, F(1, 46) = 39.85, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.464. Similar to Experiment 4, miss
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errors for cancerous targets were greater than those for benign masses. There was a main effect
of CAD, F(2, 92) = 18.55, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.287. Miss errors were highest in the Incorrect
compared to Correct and No CAD conditions (t(47) = 4.91, p < 0.01, d = 0.949 and t(47) =
2.89, p < 0.01, d = 0.484, respectively). There were also more miss errors in the No CAD
compared to Correct CAD condition, t(47) = 7.47, p < 0.01, d = 0.962. There was no main
effect of Prevalence, F < 1. The Mass x CAD interaction was significant, F(2, 92) = 26.39, p <
0.01, ηp2 = 0.365. More cancers were missed than benign masses in the Incorrect and No CAD
conditions (t(47) = 3.46, p < 0.01, d = 0.168 and t(47) = 6.89, p < 0.01, d = 0.938, respectively).
However, there was a trend for more benign masses to be missed than cancers in the Correct
CAD condition, t(47) = 1.72, p = 0.09, d = 0.186. None of the other interactions were significant
(all Fs < 1.1, ps > 0.3).

False Alarms
For the false alarms a 2 x 2 mixed ANOVA with within experiment factors of CAD (Incorrect
or No CAD) and between experiment factors of Prevalence (High vs Low) showed there to be
a main effect of CAD, F(1, 46) = 13.98, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.233, in which there were more false
alarms in the CAD condition compared to when there was no CAD. There was also a main
effect of Prevalence, F(1, 46) = 15.05, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.247. However, in contrast to what was
predicted by the Multiple Decision Model there were more false alarms in the LP condition
compared to the HP condition. The Prevalence x CAD interaction was also significant, F(1,
46) = 4.49, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.089. There were more false alarms at LP than HP in the CAD
condition compared to the no CAD condition.

RTs
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For present trials, a 2 x 2 x 3 mixed ANOVA on mean correct RTs, with within experiment
factors of Mass (Benign vs Cancer) and CAD (Correct, Incorrect or No CAD) and between
experiment factors of Prevalence (High vs Low), showed there was a main effect of Mass, F(1,
46) = 16.28, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.261, in which RTs were faster for benign masses compared to
cancers. There was a main effect of CAD, F(2, 92) = 31.10, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.403 and a marginal
effect of Prevalence, F(1, 46) = 3.52, p = 0.07, ηp2 = 0.071, in which there was a trend for RTs
to be faster in the LP condition compared to the HP. The Mass x CAD x Prevalence interaction
was significant, F(2, 92) = 5.03, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.098. Breaking this down we see that there
was a significant Mass x Prevalence interaction, F(1, 46) = 10.82, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.190, and a
significant Mass x CAD interaction, F(2, 92) = 4.09, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.082. There was also a
significant CAD x Prevalence interaction, F(2, 92) = 4.06, p < 0.05, ηp2 = 0.081.

For absent trials, a 2 x 2 within-participants ANOVA on mean correct RTs, with within
experiment factors of CAD (Correct, Incorrect or No CAD) and between experiment factors of
Prevalence (High vs Low) showed that there was a main effect of Prevalence, F(1, 46) = 8.37,
p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.154, in which RTs were faster for LP trials than HP. There was no main effect
of CAD, F(1, 46) = 2.06, p =0.16. Neither was the Prevalence x CAD interaction significant,
F(1, 46) = 1.76, p = 0.19.

Accuracy of Mass Identification
For correct target present trials, participants accurately identified the mass as either cancerous
or benign 78.1% of the time. Table 6 shows the percentage of masses correctly identified across
the different CAD conditions. A 2 x 3 ANOVA showed that there was no main effect of Mass,
F < 1. However, there was a main effect of CAD, F(2, 94) = 7.34, p < 0.01, ηp2 = 0.135, in
which participants were worse at identifying the mass in the Incorrect and No CAD conditions
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compared to the Correct CAD condition (t(47) = 3.06, p < 0.01, d = 0.473 and t(47) = 3.79, p
< 0.01, d = 0.188, respectively). Participants were also worse at identifying the mass in the
Incorrect CAD versus the No CAD condition, t(47) = 2.17, p < 0.05, d = 0.334. The Mass x
CAD interaction was marginally significant F(2, 94) = 2.52, p = 0.09, ηp2 = 0.051, in which the
difference between benign and cancerous identification accuracy was greater in the No CAD
than in the Incorrect CAD condition, t(47) = 2.09, p < 0.05, d = 0.19, but not between the
Correct CAD and the Incorrect CAD or No CAD conditions (t < 1 and t(47) = 1.66, p = 0.1,
respectively). The data confirm those of Experiment 4 showing that CAD validity affects target
identification and a person’s decision making ability to classify a mass as cancerous or not.

Summary of Experiment 5
Experiment 5 was used to investigate whether the high miss errors produced in Experiment 4
were a result of participants adopting LP search strategies in HP search when the target was
difficult to identify (due to there being multiple masses to search for and CAD presence). Here
the HP condition was run in isolation so that the results could not be affected by transferable
strategies from LP search. Despite this the results showed that miss errors were again higher
than expected in HP search and there was no difference to those observed at LP. Instead the
results suggest that, even when this HP task is completed in isolation, participants made a
higher proportion of miss errors than those observed in tasks where there is only one target
(Experiment 2) or no CAD use (Experiment 3). We consider this further in the General
Discussion.

General Discussion
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The current paper investigated whether the LP Effect occurred using a mammogram search
task in which participants searched for a cancerous target (Experiments 1-2) or a range of
cancerous and benign targets (Experiments 3-5). It also investigated the use of CAD prompting
on cancer detection (Experiments 2, 4 and 5). Experiment 1 showed that an LP Effect occurred
with the use of mammogram images. Participants missed more cancers when they occurred at
low prevalence compared to when they appeared at high prevalence. Furthermore, there was
no difference in terms of the prevalence effect between mammogram search and letter search.
In both search tasks participants missed more targets at LP than they did at HP. Comparison of
the data across search types are useful as, if the same underlying factor causes the prevalence
effect to occur in both conditions, it is feasible that interventions previously found to be
effective using simpler lab-based stimuli will also apply to mammogram search (e.g. Wolfe et
al., 2007).

Experiment 2 again showed that an LP Effect occurred in mammogram search. Of note, the LP
Effect even occurred when the cancer was saliently highlighted by the CAD prompt (see also,
Rich et al., 2008, for evidence of LP effect in ‘pop-out’ visual search). Importantly, Experiment
2 also showed that target detection was affected by the presence of CAD, consistent with the
over-reliance hypothesis. When the CAD cue correctly identified the target, miss errors were
relatively low. This was the case for both HP and LP trials. However, miss errors were greatly
increased in situations where CAD either incorrectly identified the target or when no CAD cue
appeared. The presence of CAD affected target detection so that people were more likely to
respond in accordance with what CAD was indicating rather than what was present in the
search display. Clearly CAD is useful when it is correctly used however participant’s overreliance on the technology hinders performance in conditions when CAD prompts fail.
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In Experiment 3 participants searched for a range of cancerous and benign masses. The results
showed that an LP Effect occurred where people made more miss errors at LP than at HP. This
occurred for both cancerous and benign masses, although the LP Effect was more pronounced
with cancerous targets. False alarms were noticeably higher (at 12%) than those witnessed in
Experiments 1 and 2. Experiment 4 examined the effect of CAD and the over-reliance
hypothesis on mammogram displays when there were a range of masses to search for. Similar
to Experiment 2, fewer miss errors occurred when the target was correctly prompted by the
CAD cue compared to conditions in which the CAD prompt failed to highlight the target.
However, in this experiment an LP Effect did not occur. This did not seem to occur because
participants missed fewer targets at LP, but more because when searching for a range of masses
and the addition of CAD participants missed a higher proportion of targets even at high
prevalence.

Experiment 5 ruled out the possibility that participants were carrying over an LP strategy into
HP search as a similar effect was observed when the HP task was run in isolation. It is not the
first time that high error rates have been found in high prevalence search. Kunar and Watson
(2011) found that with more complex search displays and increased uncertainty of target
identity from trial to trial miss rates were observed to reach around 20-30% (see also Kunar &
Watson, 2014, Kunar, Thomas & Watson, 2017). Note that having a range of targets on its own
did not lead to the increased miss errors in HP mammogram search as an LP Effect was found
in Experiment 3 in the current paper. Instead, the combination of target uncertainty from trial
to trial and CAD presence led to the increase in miss errors. Furthermore, when searching for
a range of potential masses, the presence of CAD affected false alarms, again consistent with
the over-reliance hypothesis. More false alarms were made in the presence of a CAD cue in
comparison to when one was not presented (Experiments 4 and 5). Again participants showed
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an over-reliance on the prompt, choosing to trust CAD more than their own judgement, even
in the absence of a target.

False Alarms in LP Search
Our study showed that when searching for a range of masses false alarm errors were high
(Experiments 3 – 5). Furthermore, as our findings showed that false alarms did not differ
reliably across prevalence rates (and were even sometimes higher at LP than they were at HP,
see Experiment 5) they showed little support for the Multiple Decision Model, which predicts
fewer false alarms in LP search (Wolfe & Van Wert, 2010). We propose the increase in false
alarms at both HP and LP search occurred as having multiple target templates led to weaker
target representations in VWM (Mestry et al., 2016). In this case the ability to match the
perceptual input of the current target onto the representation held in VWM would be
susceptible to errors and misidentifications, leading to a greater probability of false alarms. As
observers were asked to search for multiple targets at both high and low prevalence they would
have had poor VWM representations of targets in both prevalence conditions.

Of course, during early diagnosis one could argue that detection of potential cancers is more
important than generating false alarms. Although this may be true it is also important to note
that for the women involved, false alarms also have their costs. In a clinical setting, false alarms
can lead to an increase in recall rate of women being screened and therefore costly, invasive
and unnecessary medical procedures. It is important to avoid such unnecessary tests not just
because of the financial cost, but also due to the costs to the women who may undergo needless
invasive tests (including needle biopsies of breast tissue) and experience increased worry
associated with breast cancer for up to a year afterwards (Aro, 2000). Therefore any screening
system should be optimally designed to minimise false alarms alongside miss errors. Given
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that CAD has the potential to greatly increase both of these types of errors with erroneous
prompts it leads to the question whether the benefits of CAD actually outweigh the cost.

Visual Working Memory and CAD
Mestry et al. (2016) theorised that having multiple target templates would lead to a weakening
of target representations in VWM. Our data concur showing that with a weakening of target
representations participants missed more targets and made more false alarms as their ability to
match the perceptual input of the current target onto the weaker representation held in VWM
was impaired. Other work has suggested that in order to search for multiple targets (e.g. a range
of masses) one has to store the representation of these items in visual working memory.
However, it is widely believed that there is a limit of the number of items that can be stored.
Cowan (2001) suggested that visual working memory can store up to three to four items
(Cowan, 2001) although others have suggested that this limit is restricted even further and that
only one item, can be held in the focus of attention at any given time (Oberauer, 2002, see also
Garavan, 1998, & McElree & Dosher, 1989). In order to change the item in the focus of
attention an alternate object needs to be retrieved from working memory (Oberauer, 2002)
which results in a switch cost. This switch cost may explain why people relied more heavily
on the CAD prompts in Experiment 4 and 5, leading to high error rates in both HP and LP
search. Given that such switch costs necessary to search through visual working memory
require time (taking up to 300 – 500 ms, Garavan, 1998, see also Oberauer, 2002) and there is
a dual task cost of searching through multiple targets (e.g. Godwin et al., 2010, Menneer et al.,
2007; Menneer et al., 2009; Menneer et al. 2010) people may instead chose a heuristic to more
willingly trust CAD rather than search through the many possible target representations in
Visual Working Memory. This led to good search when the CAD cue was correct, but
inaccurate search when the CAD cue was wrong. Such a strategy may relieve the cognitive
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load on the observer in a laboratory setting, in which the negative consequences of making an
error are minimal. However, further work is needed to investigate whether the same strategy
shift occurs in a clinical setting where the cost of making an error is much higher.

CAD Errors of Mass Identification
Not only did CAD affect detection of the target but it also affected the identification of the
mass. When the mass fell outside the CAD prompt participants made more errors in identifying
the mass compared to when there was no CAD prompt or when the CAD prompt was used
correctly. These results are particularly disturbing given that the identification of cancers were
impaired when they appeared outside the CAD area. Although it is clear why CAD affected
target detection we are not sure why CAD affected target identification. One potential reason
for this impairment could be that the over-reliance on the CAD prompt also led to biases in
target identification. That is, not only did participants come to believe that if a cancer was
present it was to be located within the CAD prompt, but that they also formed a heuristic to
believe that CAD cues should accurately identify cancers and that any mass falling outside the
CAD prompt was likely to be benign. Lee and See (2004) found that observers often showed
an overestimation of trust in the performance ability of automatic aids. Furthermore,
automatization can lead to errors of commission where users accept the decision aid as correct,
even in the face of conflicting information (Parasuraman & Manzey, 2010). In our study, both
of these factors might have led participants to falsely overestimate the ability of the CAD cue
to discriminate between cancers and benign masses and incorrectly conclude that any mass
falling outside the cue was likely to be benign. Future work is needed to investigate this issue
further. However, for now our data show that participants’ over-reliance on CAD to detect the
target also generalised to their ability to categorise the mass, showing that CAD can lead to
both searching and classification errors.
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Implications for CAD in a Clinical Setting
The data have implications for the use of CAD in mammogram search in a clinical setting.
CAD technologies are currently used in a number of countries to help readers detect potential
masses and microcalcifications in mammograms (Gilbert et al., 2008). The data presented here
suggest that if CAD presentation correctly coincides with a mass then its detection and
identification is improved. This occurs regardless of prevalence rates or mass type and is in
line with other research suggesting a benefit in target detection with the use of correct
exogenous CAD cues (e.g., Drew et al., 2012, Russell & Kunar, 2012). More worryingly,
however, our findings reveal negative consequences of CAD. These occurred in situations
where a mass was present but the CAD cue incorrectly indicated another area or failed to appear
at all. Both of these situations led to higher miss error rates than situations where CAD was not
used as a search tool. Although Drew et al. (2012) and Russell and Kunar (2012) found similar
findings using letter visual search stimuli, here we present the first laboratory experiment to
show that search for masses in mammograms suffer with incorrect CAD use. Observer’s overreliance on CAD and the belief that it will prompt a target has the potential to lead to serious
consequences if a failed CAD cue leads to more cancers being missed in patient diagnosis.

Of course, there may be several important differences between our experiments and
mammogram reading in a clinical setting. For example, CAD can be implemented in different
ways to those presented in these experiments (e.g., CAD may be used interactively and remain
invisible to the reader unless it is activated) and cancers can take on many more forms than
those presented in our experiments (varying from being very obvious to subtle in appearance).
Furthermore, clinical readers have had extensive training (more so than is practical in a
laboratory setting) meaning that with such expertise, trained readers may not be susceptible to
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missing targets due to incorrect CAD prompts. Nonetheless, there is a hint that incorrect CAD
prompts can lead to missed cancers in the clinical literature. Zheng et al. (2004) reported that
masses were more likely to be missed by radiologists if they appeared in a non-cued area.
However, their study was limited by the number of observers tested and, perhaps more
importantly, had masses appear at a higher prevalence rate (45 mass-positive versus 65 massnegative images). Our study therefore complements the clinical findings with the benefit of
having sufficient data for rigorous analysis. This increase in statistical power along with
behaviour witnessed in a clinical setting suggests that the presence of an incorrect CAD cue
might well have serious consequences for cancer detection.

Furthermore, our work complements previous work in the human factors literature which has
also shown benefits and costs of automation. Parasuraman and Manzey (2010) suggested that
the presence of automation in a task can change people’s operating performance. For example,
automation may lead to complacency where operators fail to notice important events due to
substandard monitoring if they become reliant on technology (Billings et al., 1976,
Parasuraman, Molloy & Singh, 1993). This complacency effect is present in both experts as
well as non-expert observers (Singh et al., 1998, Galster & Parasuraman, 2001) and occurs
even when the reliability of automation is low (May et al., 1983). Wickens and Dixon (2007)
compared human performance when there was automation to conditions that had no automation
and found that when reliability was below a certain threshold (70%), having automation
resulted in worse performance than having no automation at all. Furthermore, there is the
potential to misuse and disuse automation (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997) if automatic cues are
highly salient or if observers put their trust in automation above other sources of information
(Parasuraman & Manzey, 2010, Lee & See, 2004). In conclusion, although the use of
technology in medicine can help understanding (Phelps et al., 2016) and reduce medical related
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errors (Bates et al., 2001), automatic decision aids also have limitations if operators show an
over reliance and complacency that leads to a detriment in patient care.
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Table 1: Percentage of Initial and Self-Corrected Miss Errors in Experiment 1. Standard
Errors are reported in the Parentheses.
Initial Errors

Self-Corrected Errors

Mammogram – HP

1.8 (0.4)

0.7 (0.4)

Mammogram – LP

18.5 (3.6)

10.2 (2.8)

Letter Visual Search – HP

19.3 (2.4)

15.4 (2.4)

Letters Visual Search - LP

39.8 (3.3)

32.1 (2.9)
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Table 2: Percentage of Miss Errors in Experiments 1 - 5. Standard Errors are reported in the
parentheses.
Condition

Miss Errors - HP

Miss Errors - LP

Mammogram

0.7 (0.4)

10.2 (2.8)

Letter Visual Search

15.4 (2.4)

32.1 (2.9)

Correct CAD

0.1 (0.1)

5.6 (1.8)

Incorrect CAD

2.5 (1.1)

14.8 (3.4)

No CAD

1.7 (1.1)

25.8 (5.1)

Benign

2.7 (0.8)

8.5 (1.6)

Cancer

8.5 (1.7)

20.0 (2.8)

Correct CAD - Benign

2.4 (0.8)

4.0 (1.5)

Incorrect CAD - Benign

22.3 (5.8)

18.8 (5.5)

No CAD - Benign

4.6 (1.3)

6.6 (1.7)

Correct CAD - Cancer

2.1 (0.7)

3.0 (1.0)

Incorrect CAD - Cancer

24.8 (5.6)

24.4 (5.1)

No CAD - Cancer

13.5 (3.3)

16.3 (3.1)

Correct CAD - Benign

3.3 (0.8)

n/a

Incorrect CAD - Benign

15.4 (4.2)

n/a

No CAD - Benign

4.4 (1.4)

n/a

Correct CAD - Cancer

2.6 (0.8)

n/a

Incorrect CAD - Cancer

17.7 (4.4)

n/a

No CAD - Cancer

14.6 (2.3)

n/a

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Experiment 4

Experiment 5
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Table 3: Percentage of False Alarms in Experiments 1 - 5. Standard Errors are reported in the
parentheses.
Condition

False Alarms - HP

False Alarms - LP

Experiment 1
Mammogram

0.6 (0.3)

0.2 (0.1)

Letter Visual Search

0.4 (0.2)

0.9 (0.7)

Incorrect CAD

2.8 (2.1)

2.8 (1.1)

No CAD

0.8 (0.3)

2.0 (0.9)

10.8 (2.9)

13.1 (4.3)

Incorrect CAD

45.6 (8.1)

47.0 (8.0)

No CAD

27.4 (7.1)

32.2 (7.3)

11.25 (3.1)

n/a

6.9 (2.9)

n/a

Experiment 2

Experiment 3
All Absent trials
Experiment 4

Experiment 5
Incorrect CAD
No CAD
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Table 4: Mean RTs (in ms) for present trials across Experiments 1 - 5. Standard Errors are
reported in the parentheses.
Condition

HP

LP

Mammogram

696.4 (27.3)

1082.9 (68.8)

Letter Visual Search

1706.2 (77.1)

2177.3 (113.0)

Correct CAD

669.3 (24.0)

900.0 (49.7)

Incorrect CAD

708.3 (26.8)

980.7 (58.4)

No CAD

762.8 (39.4)

1087.5 (60.6)

Benign

1652.7 (140.4)

2048.7 (138.1)

Cancer

2072.6 (202.6)

2318.4 (182.9)

Correct CAD - Benign

1128.2 (91.9)

1343.5 (140.7)

Incorrect CAD - Benign

1479.4 (129.1)

1555.4 (129.4)

No CAD - Benign

1193.6 (91.8)

1393.8 (141.3)

Correct CAD - Cancer

1251.4 (109.2)

1403.0 (119.4)

Incorrect CAD - Cancer

1622.3 (153.2)

1423.6 (143.6)

No CAD - Cancer

1398.3 (120.3)

1587.5 (156.3)

Correct CAD - Benign

1546.3 (142.9)

n/a

Incorrect CAD - Benign

1777.1 (141.0)

n/a

No CAD - Benign

1625.6 (153.1)

n/a

Correct CAD - Cancer

1772.4 (188.0)

n/a

Incorrect CAD - Cancer

2408.2 (224.0)

n/a

No CAD - Cancer

1960.9 (212.6)

n/a

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Experiment 4

Experiment 5
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Table 5: Mean RTs (in ms) for absent trials across Experiments 1 - 5. Standard Errors are
reported in the parentheses.
Condition

HP

LP

Mammogram

1044.6 (112.0)

931.9 (88.7)

Letter Visual Search

2871.0 (158.6)

2329.9 (156.6)

Incorrect CAD

1033.1 (93.8)

747.7 (68.2)

No CAD

872.3 (80.4)

669.2 (69.1)

2069.2 (205.3)

1821.2 (251.3)

Incorrect CAD

1299.6 (151.5)

1364.4 (141.2)

No CAD

1410.4 (134.7)

1370.9 (115.4)

Incorrect CAD

2453.0 (329.3)

n/a

No CAD

2290.9 (325.9)

n/a

Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Experiment 3
All Absent trials
Experiment 4

Experiment 5
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Table 6: Percentage of masses correctly identified across the different CAD conditions in
Experiments 4 and 5. Standard Errors are reported in the parentheses.
Incorrect CAD

NO CAD

Correct CAD

Experiment 4 - Benign

69.5 (4.7)

73.6 (4.4)

77.9 (4.4)

Experiment 4 - Cancer

60.1 (5.9)

73.7 (5.3)

72.3 (5.6)

Experiment 5 - Benign

74.1 (3.0)

77.2 (2.4)

82.1 (2.4)

Experiment 5 - Cancer

72.2 (4.4)

81.1 (3.4)

81.6 (3.5)
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Example displays of (a) mammogram search where participants have to search for a
cancer in a mammogram (for reader clarity, the cancer in this image is in the dotted line. Please
note the line did not appear in the experiment proper) and (b) letter visual search task where
participants have to search for a T among Ls.

Figure 2. Example displays of CAD use in Experiment 2. In Figure 2a the CAD prompt
correctly highlights the cancer. In Figure 2b the cancer falls outside the CAD region.

Figure 3. Example displays of a benign mass (Figure 3a) and a cancerous mass (Figure 3b) and
in Experiment 3. For reader clarity, the masses are highlighted by the dotted line. Please note
the line did not appear in the experiment proper
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(b)

Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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